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Abstract

Teasing apart the effects of selection and demography on genetic polymorphism remains

one of the major challenges in the analysis of population genomic data. The traditional

approach has been to assume that demography would leave a genome-wide signature,

whereas the effect of selection would be local. In the light of recent genomic surveys of

sequence polymorphism, several authors have argued that this approach is questionable

based on the evidence of the pervasive role of positive selection and that new approaches

are needed. In the first part of this review, we give a few empirical and theoretical

examples illustrating the difficulty in teasing apart the effects of selection and

demography on genomic polymorphism patterns. In the second part, we review recent

efforts to detect recent positive selection. Most available methods still rely on an a priori

classification of sites in the genome but there are many promising new approaches.

These new methods make use of the latest developments in statistics, explore aspects of

the data that had been neglected hitherto or take advantage of the emerging population

genomic data. A current and promising approach is based on first estimating

demographic and genetic parameters, using, e.g., a likelihood or approximate Bayesian

computation framework, focusing on extreme outlier regions, and then using an

independent method to confirm these. Finally, especially for species where evidence of

natural selection has been limited, more experimental and versatile approaches that

contrast populations under varied environmental constraints might be more successful

compared with species-wide genome scans in search of specific signatures.
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Introduction

Two major goals of population genetics are to

reconstruct the demographic history of populations and

species and to identify the parts of the genome that are,

or have been, under natural selection. Unfortunately,

selection and demographic events can leave very
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similar signatures in the genome, and one of the

remaining challenges of population genetics is develop-

ing approaches to disentangle selection from demogra-

phy. As we shall argue below, this problem is

compounded by the fact that selection events are often

associated with demographic changes. In this review,

we will focus on positive selection and, in most cases,

on recent selection (say, <0.1 Ne generations ago where

Ne is the effective population size).
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When analysing sequence data, the basic approach to

disentangling the effect of recent selection and demog-

raphy has been to assume that all loci are affected in

the same way by demography, whereas selection affects

a particular genomic region. Hence, the genome-wide

pattern of genetic variation will capture the effect of

demography and the extreme tails of the distribution

(the loci departing from the genome-wide pattern) will

be suggestive of regions under selection. Based on

recent genomic resequencing data in Drosophila (Begun

et al. 2007) and based on theoretical results, in particu-

lar John Gillespie’s work on genetic draft (Gillespie

2000, 2001), Hahn (2008) argued that this ‘outlier’

approach could be badly misleading if selection is

extremely common in the genome (which seems to be

the case in Drosophila). The patterns in the genome

caused by genetic hitchhiking would then be incorrectly

interpreted as reflecting demographic history. Ten years

ago, such a claim might not have received much atten-

tion, but a series of recent studies has given more cre-

dence to a pervasive role of positive selection in

shaping sequence polymorphism in genomes (Sella

et al. 2009; Siol et al. 2010; Stephan 2010).

For example, some Drosophila species have very

large effective population sizes and positive selection

seems indeed important in those species (e.g. Kern et al.

2002; Li & Stephan 2006; Begun et al. 2007; Jensen et al.

2008; Andolfatto et al. 2011; Jensen & Bachtrog 2011;

Sattah et al. 2011). However, the difficulty in distin-

guishing the effects of selection and demography is not

restricted to species with very large effective population

sizes. An illustrative example of the difficulties one can

face when attempting to separate the effect of selection

and demography is provided by a series of recent stud-

ies in humans—a species with a small effective popula-

tion size—focusing on the ratio between the effective

sizes of the X chromosomes, NeX, and the effective size

of the autosomes, NeA, (Emery et al. 2010; Gottipati

et al. 2011, and references therein). If males and females

are present in equal numbers, the ratio Q = NeX ⁄ NeA is

expected to be 0.75. Many processes such as dispersal

or mating are potentially sex-biased: females might tend

to stay in their natal territory and males commonly

have multiple female mates. If there is a male bias so

that the variance of reproductive success is smaller for

males than for females, Q will be <0.75, while if there is

a female bias, it will be larger than 0.75. Two recent

studies estimated Q from nucleotide diversity data and

reached seemingly contradictory results. Keinan et al.

(2009) using extensive single-nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) data found evidence for male bias, whereas

Hammer and colleagues (Hammer et al. 2010) found

evidence of female bias. Two (nonmutually exclusive)

explanations have been put forward. Emery et al. (2010)
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
first noted that the two studies used different summary

statistics to estimate the Q ratio: Hammer et al. used

nucleotide diversity, p, while Keinan et al. used

Wright’s fixation index FST. Emery et al. (2010) con-

cluded that the two estimates detect sex-biased events

on different timescales, which could explain the dis-

crepancy. The estimate of Q based on p, Qp, will not be

well suited to detect recent sex biases and better reflects

more ancient biases. The opposite is true for the esti-

mate of Q based on FST, QFST. Finally, using coalescent

simulations, Emery et al. (2010) showed that the data

are consistent with a recent male bias and a more

ancient female bias, an explanation that does not invoke

selection. In contrast, Hammer et al. (2010) attempted to

explain the discrepancy by the action of selection. That

selection could be an important force moulding genetic

variation on the X chromosome has been suggested by

two other recent studies (Casto et al. 2010; Lambert

et al. 2010) as well. Hammer et al. (2010) found that

regions with a short genetic distance to genes have a

deficit of diversity on the X resulting in a Qp < 0.75,

and regions further from genes have an excess of diver-

sity (Qp > 0.75) (see also Luca et al. 2011 for the same

observation on autosomes). Hammer et al. (2010) con-

cluded that in the case of the X chromosome, ‘if we

wish to disentangle the history of selection, recombina-

tion and demography, a targeted set of carefully chosen

regions at sufficient genetic distance from functional

element is needed. Intriguingly, at least for the human

X chromosome, the signature left solely by demo-

graphic history may be hidden in the small fraction of

selectively neutral polymorphisms that resides far from

genes’. As pointed out by Emery et al. (2010), the dis-

tance from genes might suffice to explain the contrast-

ing results obtained by Keinan et al. and Hammer et al.

but not the discrepancy between the estimate of Q

based on FST and the estimate of Q based on p. Using

extensive genomic data, Gottipati et al. (2011) confirmed

the increase in the ratio with distance from genes across

populations, but they also showed that the ratio is

lower in West Africans than in Europeans, something

that is most easily explained by the contrasted demo-

graphic histories of the two populations. This last study

also nicely illustrates how much can be gained by con-

sidering different populations when trying to disentan-

gle the effects of selection and demography on genetic

polymorphisms.

If Hammer et al. are correct and all species were to

be similar to Drosophila or the X chromosome in

humans, these results do not augur well for the separa-

tion of the effects of selection and demographic events.

However, it is unclear how much can be extrapolated

from these studies. Drosophila species often have extre-

mely large effective population sizes, and positive
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selection is therefore particularly efficient. This is vindi-

cated by the fact that evidence for positive selection is

overwhelming in Drosophila compared with humans

and baker’s yeast, which both have much smaller effec-

tive population sizes (e.g. Li et al. 2008; Hernandez

et al. 2011; Sattah et al. 2011), and that within Drosoph-

ila, species with larger current effective population sizes

also have higher rates of recent adaptive evolution (Jen-

sen & Bachtrog 2011). Furthermore, the X chromosome

has a lower recombination rate than the autosomes,

which will enhance the effect of selection on diversity

patterns across the chromosome because of linkage.

Another empirical reason to have doubts about the gen-

erality of the conclusions drawn from Drosophila, or

the X chromosome, is the fact that inferences of selec-

tion or demographics have, in some cases, been corrob-

orated by independent data. For instance, Wright et al.

(2005) used a maximum-likelihood approach to identify

genes under selection since the domestication of mod-

ern maize from its ancestor teosinte. Many of the loci

picked by this approach colocalize with QTLs and ⁄ or

have been independently shown to be involved in mor-

phological changes that led from teosinte to maize (e.g.

tb1). Interestingly too, Wright et al. (2005) concluded

that around 4–10% of the genome has been under

selection since the domestication event, something that

does not fit too well with the idea of selection affecting

the whole genome. This discrepancy might have differ-

ent causes: Wright et al. (2005) consider a short period

of time and they look at domestication, where selection

is different from natural selection. In the case of natural

populations, the implication of the view that the entire

genome has been, directly or indirectly, under selection

implies that a very large number of loci are, or have

been during the considered period, associated with fit-

ness, where fitness is the ability of organisms to survive

and reproduce in the environment where the organisms

find themselves (Orr 2009). That large parts of the gen-

ome are affected by selection may not be too surprising

if very long periods of time are considered (as when

criteria such as dN ⁄ dS are used to quantify the impor-

tance of positive selection on individual loci), but it

appears more paradoxical when shorter periods of time

are considered. In the latter, one might expect that a

more limited number of loci in the genome are related

to fitness. Also, Wright et al. (2005) are dealing with

complex traits for which models of hard sweeps—selec-

tion acting on new mutations—are less relevant than

soft selection—selection from standing variation. At

any rate, the latter seems to be underlying selective

changes observed in artificial experiments (Burke et al.

2010; Johansson et al. 2010) and will leave a much

weaker signature of selection than selective sweeps,

implying that classical tests for selection will miss
those. There are good reasons to believe that soft selec-

tion may be more important than hard sweeps also in

natural populations (Colosimo et al. 2004, 2005; Prit-

chard et al. 2010).

In comparison with selection, it is generally more dif-

ficult to obtain independent support for demographic

inferences. Yet, in some cases, demographic inferences

based on genetic variation generate results that are sup-

ported by the fossil or climatic record. For example, in

humans, estimates of the out-of-Africa migration event

are reasonably similar based on genetic data and fossil

data (Voight et al. 2005; Mellars 2006).

Hahn’s criticism of the traditional approach may

have been a bit excessive, but it, nonetheless, captures

the major point, namely the intrinsic association

between selection and demography. In this respect, the

presence of a correlation between effective population

size, viewed as a measure of random genetic drift, and

measures of positive selection, such as mean dN ⁄ dS

(e.g. Ellegren 2009), does not invalidate Hahn’s criti-

cism. Some 50 years ago, Barker and coworkers (Frank-

ham et al. 1968a,b; Jones et al. 1968) demonstrated

experimentally that random drift affects the efficacy of

selection, at least in small populations, but the question

that remains to this day is whether the effects of

demography and selection can jointly be estimated

from polymorphism data, without resorting to an a pri-

ori classification of the polymorphic sites or loci.

Another aspect of the interplay between demography

and selection recently pointed out by Pavlidis et al.

(2010) is that ‘in natural populations positive selection

may occur simultaneously with demographic changes’.

For instance, a species colonizing a new habitat is likely

to simultaneously undergo a population bottleneck and

experience intense selection as it adapts to its new envi-

ronment. In a recent paper, Kim & Gulisija (2010) used

computer simulations and analytical derivations to

show that the details of the process of colonization of a

new habitat do matter and can strongly affect our abil-

ity to detect selection. Kim & Gulisija (2010) compared

a simple population split (PS) model with a more grad-

ual and complicated adaptive niche expansion model in

which a small number of migrants carrying specific

alleles initiate a logistic growth in a new habitat [geno-

type-dependent colonization and introgression, (GDCI)].

Here, the first model can be viewed as a simplification

of the second (Fig. 1). The resulting pattern of genetic

variation at both linked and unlinked neutral loci was

strikingly different. In particular, the GDCI model pro-

duces a greater excess of high-frequency-derived alleles

than the PS model but a similar reduction in expected

heterozygosity. So, if one assumes a PS model, but the

population actually follows a GDCI model, one may

greatly overestimate the importance of selection.
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Fig. 1 Two demographic models approx-

imating the same process of adaptive

niche expansion but leading to different

site frequency spectrum at neutral loci

linked to loci under selection. The geno-

type-dependent colonization and intro-

gression model produces a greater excess

of high-frequency-derived alleles than the

population split (PS) model but a similar

reduction in expected heterozygosity. In

both models, Td is the time of PS. In B,

arrows indicate the direction of migration.

Migration is primarily from Pop1 to Pop2,

but migration in the opposite direction is

also possible. B is the beneficial allele in

the new environment (adapted from Kim

& Gulisija 2010).
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Similarly, population expansions can create patterns in

spatial distribution of allele frequencies similar to those

expected from selection (Excoffier et al. 2009). Related

models have also been developed in relation to specia-

tion (Gavrilets 2004), although they have often been

general and have not aimed at the estimation of specific

parameters. Also, as emphasized by Zeng & Charles-

worth (2010), inferring demographics based on an inad-

equate selection model may lead to unreliable results

and vice versa. Zeng and Charlesworth’s study focuses

on codon usage bias and is based on introns and syn-

onymous variation from a single population of D. mela-

nogaster from Zimbabwe, which is presumably at

equilibrium. Both autosomal and X chromosome data

were considered and comparisons between autosomal

and X-linked genes were restricted to genes falling

within overlapping ranges of their evolutionarily effec-

tive recombination rates. Different demographic and

selection models were fitted to the data, and for the

overall sequence data, there was no support for recent

demographic changes for the autosomes but evidence

of population growth for the X chromosome. This is

not expected as demography is supposed to affect all

parts of the genome in the same way, although perhaps

not to the same degree. However, when only synony-

mous sites were considered, there was no evidence of
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
growth in either X or autosomes. In contrast, introns in

the autosomal data showed weak evidence for popula-

tion expansion, whereas X-linked introns indicated a

fivefold increase in population size. For both chromo-

some sets, a model including population expansion and

selective difference between AT and GC sites fits the

intron data better than models that would include

either population expansion or selective difference

between AT and GC sites. Interestingly, a model

including a recent change in mutational parameters as

well as a model of an equilibrium population with two

classes of selected sites fits the data equally well as the

model with population expansion combined with a

selective difference between AT and GC sites. Had one

therefore assumed a constant population size, one

would have inferred the presence of selection, but if

one had focused on selective differences between AT

and GC sites, one would have instead inferred some

population expansion.

In summary, and as expressed by Wakeley (2010), it

might be timely to start asking ‘what is to become of

the sophisticated coalescent machinery for making

inferences about the demographic history of popula-

tions? To what extent will we be able to rely on genetic

markers containing information about changes in

population size over time or patterns of population
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structure?’ Should we really reconsider the standard

approach used so far, as suggested by Hahn (2008)?

In the following, we will first briefly review what is

known about the effect of selection on gene genealogies.

Second, we will illustrate some effects of selection on

demographic inferences, in particular in the case where

selection and demographic change occur simulta-

neously. Finally, we will describe some possible direc-

tions to disentangle the signatures of selection and

demographic events in the genome. Our aim is not to

reiterate the point made by Hahn (2008) and by Sella

et al. (2009) about the pervasive effect of selection in

the genome but rather to explicitly consider which

approaches are currently available when attempting to

disentangle the effects of selection and demography

and sketch out new directions.
Selection and gene genealogies: theoretical
insights

The effect of selection on gene genealogies, in particular

the effect of selective sweeps, has recently been

reviewed by Wakeley (2010), and additional informa-

tion is also available in Wakeley (2008). We refer the

reader to those two sources for a more extensive cover-

age of the topic. Here, we will simply note the most

important features that are relevant for this review. One

early and surprising result of coalescent theory was

that weak purifying selection has a limited effect on

the genealogy of a sample (Golding 1997; Krone &

Neuhauser 1997). However, as shown by Przeworski

et al. (1999), while this is indeed true for the sites under

selection, linked neutral variants would be affected and

therefore there would still be a way to test for weak

purifying selection along the genome. This observation,

together with the fact that there are probably only a

few strongly selected adaptive substitutions and that

most signs of selection will be carried by linked sites, is

the basis for the importance of hitchhiking models.

There are a few different approaches to model gene

genealogies at sites linked to loci under selection. The

structured coalescent approach (Hudson & Kaplan

1986, Kaplan et al. 1988) is arguably one of those that

give the most intuition about the relationship between

selection and demography. The structured coalescent is

also at the heart of simulation programmes modelling

the coalescent with selection (Spencer & Coop 2004; Te-

shima & Innan 2009; Ewing & Hermisson 2010). The

structured coalescent is based on the realization that the

effect of selection is similar to that of population struc-

ture and it assumes that the effect of selection is strong

enough relative to the effect of drift, so that random

fluctuations in allele frequencies around the trajectory

of the selected allele can be ignored. Under such an
assumption, and if selection operates at a locus with

two alleles A1 and A2, the rate of coalescence within an

allelic class in a sample depends inversely on the allele

frequency of the allele favoured by selection in that

class. If there are i alleles in the class and the frequency

of the allele is x(t) at time t in the past, the coalescent

rate is i(i ) 1) ⁄ 2x(t). Hence, the rate of coalescence is

equal to the neutral rate of coalescence if x(t) = 1 but is

greater than the rate under neutrality if x(t) < 1. Think-

ing forward in time, most branching events will take

place at the beginning of the selective process and the

time to fixation will be very short on a coalescent time-

scale. Selective sweeps are a bit more complicated as

escape from selection through recombination needs to

be considered but the dynamics of the processes are the

same. Because selective sweeps occur so quickly, espe-

cially when selection intensity is high, selective sweeps

will only be possible to detect in a small window of

time.

The dynamics of selective sweeps in the presence of

demographic changes are illustrated through their effect

on the site frequency spectrum (SFS) in Box 1. Box 2

illustrates the joint effect of selection and population

growth on the time to the most recent common ances-

tor. Box 3 illustrates the effect of fluctuating population

size on the probability of fixation of an advantageous

allele. It demonstrates that the probability of fixation for

an allele with selective advantage s can be very differ-

ent even between models with the same (well-defined

and time-invariant) Ne.
Attempts to jointly estimate demography
and selection or to avoid the problem

An approach estimating demography and selection in a

single analysis is yet to be devised but there have been

many attempts to define test statistics sensitive only to

selection or to account for demography when estimat-

ing selection parameters.
Combining summary statistics

Various efforts have been made to combine existing

summary statistics in order to capture different signals

left by selection along the genome. Early attempts

focused on the SFS (Zeng et al. 2006). The basic idea is

to combine existing test statistics, for example Tajima’s

D and Fay and Wu’s H. As D and H were designed to

capture departures from the expected SFS in the inter-

mediate- and high-frequency variant ranges, respec-

tively, the new combined test statistics should be more

powerful. The authors also conjectured that because D

and H are sensitive to different demographic factors,

the joint test should be less sensitive to other forces. For
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Box 1 Interaction of demography and selection

Model description

To illustrate the interaction between demography and selection, two different demographic models with or

without selection were constructed (Fig. 2). We considered two demographic models, a constant population size

model and a population bottleneck model. In the constant population size model, effective population size is set to

N0. In the bottleneck model, a bottleneck happens 0.1T0 generations in the past (T0 is equal to 4N0) and lasted for

0.05T0 generations during which population size was reduced to 0.1N0. For these demographic models, we

investigated the case without selection or the case of positive selection. The beneficial mutation arose at two

different time points: one is 0.007T0 (after bottleneck) and the other is 0.07T0 (in bottleneck). We also considered a

more ancient introduction of the mutation, but in such cases, there was no effect

Simulations

The simulated DNA sequence is composed of 10 000 segments, each of length 1000 bp. Each segment is simulated

independently and can be neutral or under selection (i.e. contain a beneficial allele right in the middle). The

proportion of DNA segments under selection is 0% (neutral), 30%, 70% and 100%
The simulated data were generated using the program mbs (Teshima & Innan 2009, Table S1, Supporting

information), which can incorporate any demographic history and any model of selection. Briefly, mbs runs

coalescent simulations and output-relevant patterns of single-nucleotide polymorphism data, conditional on the

histories (trajectories) of allele frequency and population size. In this simulation, the parameters are set as shown

in Fig. 2: effective population size N0 = 106, recombination rate r = 0.05, selective strength s = 0.001 if segment is

under selection otherwise s = 0 (neutral). For each run, 100 trajectories are generated and 100 replicates are

generated conditional on each trajectory
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Fig. 2 Two different demographic

models. The time at which selection

occurs is indicated by the blue

arrows.
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Box 1 Continued

Results

The site frequency spectra for DNA sequences generated under the different models were then calculated. Fig. 3

shows the site frequency spectrum (SFS) for the model in which beneficial mutation arose at 0.007T0 generations in

the past. Compared with the constant neutral model, there is an excess of low-frequency and high-frequency

alleles in the constant population model because of positive selection and also an excess of singletons and high-

frequency allele in the bottleneck neutral model. However, the site frequency spectra are almost the same under

both demographic models. This is mainly because selection happened after the bottleneck and it is so strong that

the effect of the bottleneck can be ignored

Figure 4 shows the SFS for the model in which the beneficial mutation arose at 0.07T0 generations towards the

past. Comparing the constant population models in Figs 3 and 4, we can see that the effect of selection is

weakened because of a long time of neutral evolution after fixation of the beneficial allele. Furthermore, the

bottleneck nearly wiped out the effect of positive selection

There is an interesting phenomenon in Fig. 4; both selection and bottleneck tend to decrease the proportion of

doubletons, and however, their interaction leads to a weaker rather than a stronger reduction
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tion arose at 0.07T0 generation
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example, the sensitivity of D to population expansion

may be counterbalanced by the insensitivity of H to the

same factor in the joint DH test. However, results from

simulations are not particularly conclusive and later

simulation studies (Li 2011) show that most tests based

on the SFS tend to be sensitive to both demography

and selection. While DH test proposed by the Zeng

et al. (2006) focused exclusively on the SFS, the compos-

ite of multiple signals (CMS) test proposed by Gross-

man et al. (2010) relies on three different signatures of

positive selection, namely (i) long haplotypes, (ii) high-

frequency-derived alleles and (iii) high differentiation

among populations at selected loci. Combining these

three signals, apart from reducing the dependence on

demography, will extend the temporal range captured

by CMS with long haplotypes confined to recent selec-

tive sweeps, population differences persisting over an

intermediate-range and high-frequency-derived alleles

being able to capture more ancient events (Sabeti et al.

2006). In contrast to Zeng’s DH test that was rooted in

‘classical’ single-locus population genetics—even if, in
practice, many loci may be needed to carry out the test

in a meaningful way—the CMS implicitly assumes that

genomic data are available. In coalescent simulations

implementing demographic scenarios inspired by

human history, the new composite test proved rather

robust with only a slight increase in false positive for

the most extreme bottleneck. Pavlidis et al. (2010) also

assessed the power of a combination of tests statistics

based on the SFS and linkage disequilibrium to detect

positive selection in equilibrium and nonequilibrium

populations. For severe bottlenecks, as those estimated

in Drosophila melanogaster (Li & Stephan 2006; Thornton

& Andolfatto 2006), the separate statistics fail to identify

the target of selection. Pavlidis et al. (2010) also explic-

itly modelled a case where selection occurred during

the bottleneck period, a scenario that is plausible, for

example, in a case of colonization of a new habitat.

When selection occurred at the end or the beginning of

the bottleneck, the effects of selection cannot be discrim-

inated from the neutral spectrum of variation, regard-

less of a shallow or a deep bottleneck. However, when
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Box 2 Selection and growth affecting the time to the most recent common ancestor

Positive selection can have a strong effect on gene genealogies causing shorter expected time to the most recent

common ancestor (TMRCA) in affected genome regions than in neutral regions (e.g. Nordborg 2001). Several

demographic changes, such as population growth, will also shorten the expected TMRCA (e.g. Griffiths & Tavaré

1994), which can make signals of selection difficult to detect for many species and populations

We used the software msms (Ewing & Hermisson 2010) to simulate gene genealogies for a model with positive

selection where the population either has a constant size or grows exponentially (with a growth rate a). Like the

program mbs that was used in Box 1, the program msms combines forward simulation and coalescent (backward)

simulations. We simulate a partial sweep that starts 0.1 · 4Ne = 4000 generations before present (using the ‘SI’

switch). The frequency of the advantageous variant was set to zero 0.1 · 4Ne = 4000 generations ago, and the

forward mutation rate (4Nel¢) from the neutral variant to the advantageous variant was set to 1 (using the ‘Smu’

switch), so that, on average, one new advantageous variant arises every generation. The selection strength (2Nes)

varied from 0 to 500 (using the ‘Sc’ switch) for one copy of the advantageous variant, and the selection intensity

for the advantageous homozygote was assumed to be twice the intensity of the heterozygote (fitness values: AA:

1 + 2s, Aa: 1 + s, aa: 1). We simulate gene genealogies for 100 haploid individuals and set the effective population

size to Ne = 10 000 and the growth rate to 4Nea = 100 (except for the case of constant size). In the cases of

population growth, the start of the growth was set to 0.02 · 4Ne = 800 generations, 0.06 · 4Ne = 2400 generations

and 0.1 · 4Ne = 4000 generations before present. We simulated 1 million replicates with different values of the

selection strength (including no selection) and plotted the distributions of the TMRCA in Fig. 5
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Fig. 5 Distributions of TMRCA for different selection intensities in a population with (A) constant population size, (B) exponential

growth starting 0.02 · 4Ne = 800 generations ago, (C) exponential growth starting 0.06 · 4Ne = 2400 generations ago and (D)

exponential growth starting 0.1 · 4Ne = 4000 generations ago. Note that in all cases, the selection for the advantageous variant

starts 0.1 · 4Ne = 4000 generations ago.
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Box 2 Continued

For the case of a population with constant size (Fig. 5A), the distribution of TMRCA has a peak around the time of

the start of selection (0.1), which is not seen in the neutral case. Generally, the greater the selection intensity, the

more pronounced becomes the peak around 0.1 shifting the TMRCA away from the neutral expectation. For the

cases of population growth starting 0.02 · 4Ne generations before present (Fig. 5B), the TMRCA are generally much

shorter than for the constant population case. For the cases with strong selection, a mode appears around the

expansion starting time. When the expansion starting time is closer to the selection start time (Fig. 5C), the

distribution of TMRCA is becoming unimodal with the mode smaller than both the expansion starting time and the

selection starting time. However, the effect of selection can still be observed in very short TMRCA:s for some

genealogies. When the selection and the population expansion start simultaneously at 0.1 (Fig. 5D), the effect of

population expansion and the effect of selection are confounded and the distributions of TMRCA are

indistinguishable

The combined effect of selection and population growth produces some irregular patterns in the distributions of

TMRCA that depend on the onset of both selection and growth. If the population starts growing much later than the

start of the selection, genes under selection have, on average, much shorter TMRCA, and the distribution of TMRCA

is quite different from the neutral case (e.g. Fig. 5B). However, if the selection and the population expansion start

relatively close in time, it is difficult or even impossible to separate distributions of TMRCA for the neutral and the

selection cases, and in these cases, it will be difficult to detect signals of selection

Box 3 Probability of fixation in a fluctuating environment

A classical result in population genetics is that the probability of fixation of an allele with frequency p in the

population is

1� e�4Nesp

1� e�4Nes

where s is the selective advantage of the allele and Ne is the effective population size (Kimura 1957, 1962). As a

new mutation is initially at frequency 1 ⁄ 2N, where N is the census size, the probability of fixation for a new muta-

tion is

1� e�2Nes=N

1� e�4Nes
� 2s

Ne

N

which is equal to 2s if N = Ne (that the probability of fixation is approximately 2s in the case of a constant popula-

tion dates back to Haldane (1927)). Imagine a population that has population size N1 every odd generation and

N2 = bN1 every even generation, so that the population size oscillates back and forth between N1 and N2 (this is a

simplification introduced by Ewens 1967). Population size changes every generation which ensures that the effec-

tive population size is well defined if N1 and N2 are not too small (Krone & Nordborg 2002; Sjödin et al. 2005) and

equal to the harmonic mean Ne = 2N1b ⁄ (1 + b). The probability that a mutation will arise in an odd generation is

then N1 ⁄ (N1 + N2) = 1 ⁄ (1 + b) and in an even generation b ⁄ (1 + b). The probability that a mutation with selective

advantage s is fixed given this demographic model is then

P(mutation is fixed ⁄ mutation during odd generation) · P(mutation during odd generation)

+ P(mutation is fixed ⁄ mutation during even generation) · P(mutation during even generation)

or

2s
Ne

N1

1

1þ b
þ 2s

Ne

N2

b

1þ b
¼ 2s

4b

ð1þ bÞ2

This expression is maximized for b = 1 (N1 = N2 = Ne) and tends to zero for both b fi 0 and b fi ¥ (Fig. 6). The

probability of fixation is thus lowered by a factor 4b ⁄ (1 + b)2 relative to 2s—the fixation probability when the

population size is constant. In other words, s and Ne do not provide sufficient information to calculate the fixation

probability even in cases where Ne is well defined and constant over time. This point is well illustrated by a recent
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Box 3 Continued

empirical study by Karasov et al. (2010) where they study a gene in which they find several mutations that entail

insecticide resistance in Drosophila melanogaster on the same genetic background. They show that such a fast

increase in frequency—and on the same genetic background—would be impossible given the time that the insecti-

cide has been used and the well-accepted estimate of 4Nel = 0.001 under standard population genetic models (as

well as some more complicated models). They point out that what is important for the birth and fixation of new

mutations is not the effective population size (at least not the effective population size measured over long periods

of time) but instead the census population sizes during recent times

0

0.001

0.002

0.003

–6 –4 –2 0 2 4 6

ln(b)

Fig. 6 Probability of fixation for a mutation with selective advantage s = 0.001. The dashed line represents the probability with a

constant population size, while the continuous line represents the model used in the text. In this model, the population size is

changing every generation between two population sizes, N1 and N2, with N2 = bN1.
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the sweep occurs in the middle of the bottleneck, the

discrimination power is greater. However, for every

investigated case, the tests failed to locate the true tar-

get of selection.
Machine-learning algorithms

Machine learning focuses on automatic techniques for

learning to make accurate predictions based on past

observations (Schapire 2003). The machine-learning pro-

cess can be started from either available empirical data

or simulated data. For instance, if the aim is to learn

how to discriminate the signatures of selection from the

signatures of a bottleneck, one can use two sets of train-

ing samples generated under a selection and a bottle-

neck model, respectively. Pavlidis et al. (2010) and Lin

et al. (2011) used machine-learning algorithms to maxi-

mize the predictive performance of combinations of

summary statistics. For example, Lin et al. (2011) used a

recent machine-learning approach called boosting (see

Schapire 2003; Bühlmann & Hothorn 2007) to classify

population genetics models based on a set of summary

statistics of the SFS (Watterson’s hW, Tajima’s hp and

Fay and Wu’s hH and two combinations of those; Taj-

ima’s D and Fay and Wu’s H) and summary statistics

of linkage disequilibrium (integrated extended haplo-

type homozygosity, iHH, Voight et al. 2006). Simula-

tions showed that boosting increases the accuracy of the

prediction and decreases the number of false positives

when the training and testing parameters are similar

but classification was more difficult when they differed.
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
Summary statistics reflecting linkage disequilibrium

were informative to detect recent sweeps, whereas hp

was more useful for detecting older sweeps. Overall,

the most informative summary statistics to distinguish

between bottlenecks and selection was Watterson’s hW.

Thus, boosting might be useful to find the best combi-

nation of summary statistics for approximate Bayesian

computation (ABC) analyses. In Lin et al.’s (2011),

boosting was employed for classification but a similar

approach could also be used in a regression framework

to estimate the intensity of selection.
Likelihood models

Various likelihood models have been developed that

aim to infer selection and population demography

simultaneously. Some likelihood methods consider dif-

ferent classes of site variants with the assumption that

variants in some classes are a priori more likely to be

selectively neutral than variants in other classes. For

instance, one can contrast polymorphisms at synony-

mous and nonsynonymous sites. Williamson et al.

(2005) developed a maximum-likelihood framework for

inferring selection and demography based on this prin-

ciple. The method assumes that noncoding SNPs are

selectively neutral and uses these polymorphisms to

test for demographic departures from the standard neu-

tral model. The estimated parameters are used in the

next step to correct for the effects of demography when

testing for selection at synonymous, nonsynonymous
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and insertion ⁄ deletion polymorphisms. The method is

based on the SFS and is an extension of the Poisson

random field (PRF) approach first introduced by Saw-

yer & Hartl (1992) to the case where the population

changes size. Being based on the PRF, the method

assumes no linkage among sites, no interference among

mutations and an infinitely-many sites mutation model.

The method further requires inferring the ancestral

state of each site, something that can be problematic in

many cases. Simulations under a variety of demo-

graphic models suggest that this two-step approach of

estimating selection is robust to many violations of the

demographic assumptions. As pointed by the authors,

the core of the approach is not so much the estimation

of demography; rather, the core is the comparison of

the site frequency spectra of the two functional classes

in the context of a reasonable demographic model.

The analysis of demography and selection proposed

by Li & Stephan (2006) is also a two-step likelihood

approach. However, it builds on the premise that demo-

graphic changes affect the genome-wide polymorphism

pattern. Thus, in contrast to the previous method that a

priori distinguishes neutral and putatively selected

sites, demography is here estimated from the whole

data set and all SNPs are initially assumed to evolve

neutrally. The model considers multiple populations

and is based on the joint mutation frequency spectrum

(see Box 4). The data analysed in the study by Li & Ste-

phan (2006) consist of two populations of Drosophila

melanogaster, one African and one European. Consider-

ing the joint frequency spectrum increases the power of

the demographic analysis. Once the best parameters

have been estimated for the chosen demographic

model, a likelihood ratio test is used to compare a

model incorporating demography and selection (alter-

native hypothesis)—in this case a hitchhiking model—

with the model incorporating demography only (null

hypothesis). A sliding window analysis is then carried

out to identify the chromosomal regions affected by

hitchhiking. Assuming that all windows are indepen-

dent of one another, a rejection sampling procedure is

used to estimate the rate of adaptive substitution (d)

and the distribution of substitutions with selection coef-

ficient s, f(s). In this last step, the fact that the European

population is derived from the African population is

taken into account, namely that sweeps can have

occurred either before or after the PS. The method

developed by Nielsen et al. (2009) differs in some

details but is similar in spirit to the method of Li & Ste-

phan (2006). There too, the whole data are first used to

estimate demographic parameters and neutrality is

tested as a departure from that demographic scenario.

The main innovations are the consideration of popula-

tion admixture, the use of a new approach to infer the
joint demographic history of multiple populations based

on the joint frequency spectrum (Gutenkunst et al.

2009) and the development of summary statistics of the

joint frequency spectrum (called the 2D-SFS as two

human populations European and African Americans

are considered in the study). Nielsen et al. (2009)’s G2D

test measures the fit of a SNP frequency spectrum and

number of fixed differences between populations of

individual loci compared with the overall pattern in the

genome. It should therefore pick any deviation from the

pattern generated by demography and not only those

because of selection.
Approximate Bayesian computation

Approximate Bayesian computation (Tavaré et al. 1997;

Pritchard et al. 1999, Beaumont et al. 2002) has been

successfully used to infer a variety of demographic

parameters for a wide range of species (see e.g. Berto-

relle et al. 2010 and Csilléry et al. 2010). Briefly, the

ABC framework uses Bayes’ theorem and generates a

posterior distribution of some parameter of interest

from combining prior belief about the parameter and

information from some (potentially genetic) data. The

ABC approach relies on three basic steps: drawing

parameter values from a prior distribution, simulating

data under an explicit model and retaining the parame-

ter values that generated simulated data sufficiently

similar to the observed data (using a rejection algo-

rithm). For most population genetic problems, the full

data are too large or too complex to be efficiently evalu-

ated using Monte Carlo simulation. Because ABC relies

on summaries of the data instead of considering the full

data, it is well adapted to make inferences from com-

plex biological and population genetic data. However,

ABC has rarely been used to infer properties of selec-

tion (but see Jensen et al. 2008), despite that ABC is

likely to be a powerful approach for addressing many

features of selection at the same time as demographic

events can be modelled and thereby incorporated in the

estimation procedure. In order to apply ABC to infer

some properties of selection, such as the rate of selec-

tion, the strength of selection, finding genes targeted by

selection or determining the fraction of the genome

affected by selection, we need summary statistics that

are particularly sensitive to the genetic patterns created

by, for example, selective sweeps. Furthermore, we

need flexible modelling tools that can simulate both

demographic change and selection, and these methods

and software are now becoming available (SFS_code,

Hernandez 2008; msms, Ewing & Hermisson 2010; mbs,

Teshima & Innan 2009; Jensen et al. 2007). Jensen et al.

(2008) used simulations to investigate the rate and

strength of selective sweeps for realistic choices of
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Box 4 Joint mutation frequency spectrum

The joint mutation frequency spectrum (joint MFS) describes the joint distribution of polymorphisms across

populations and is the equivalent of the site frequency spectrum (SFS) for just one population and is playing an

important part in the development of new methods to isolate signatures of selection from those of demographic

processes in structured populations (Li & Stephan 2006; Gutenkunst et al. 2009; Lukić et al. 2011). The figure

below shows the joint MFS for two populations derived from the same ancestral population. Thick lines represent

population boundaries, and thin lines trace the ancestral lineages of samples. The coloured circles, star and triangle

stand for mutations. Here, seven mutations are considered, and the 0s and 1s under the genealogy represent

ancestral and derived alleles, respectively
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Generally, the matrix describing the JMFS, xij, is of dimension n1 · n2, where n1 and n2 are the sample sizes of

populations 1 and 2, respectively. xij is the number of derived mutations carried by i sampled chromosomes in the

sample from population 1 and by j sampled chromosomes in the sample from population 2. Taking the cyan

mutation as an example, two chromosomes in population 1 carry this mutation, but none in population 2. There

are two mutations (the other is brown) exhibiting such a configuration, so we note x20 = 2. The values of x00 and

xn1n2 (denoting the numbers of mutations that are not present and fixed in the sample, respectively) are not

considered in the matrix

This matrix can be summarized by statistics introduced by Wakeley & Hey (1997): the number of exclusive

polymorphic site which means polymorphisms specific to the samples from populations 1 and 2 (orange region);

the number of sites fixed in either sample (purple region); and the number of shared sites between two samples

(yellow region). The definition used here is slightly different from the initial definition, but similar to that used by

Becquet & Przeworski (2007). Here, we consider the mutation represented by a triangle shape (the highest one in

the tree) as a shared polymorphic site rather than an exclusive polymorphic site because we assume that we know

the ancestral allele state. These summary statistics can be used to estimate ancestral population parameters, such

as population size and the time of split (Wakeley & Hey 1997)
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mutation rates and recombination rates (from both Dro-

sophila and humans). They further developed an ABC

estimation procedure to infer both the rate and the

strength of selective sweeps. In short, their ABC proce-
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
dure built on using prior distributions for the rate and

the strength of selective sweeps, generating simulated

data under a recurrent selective sweep model (Jensen

et al. 2007) and choosing a set of summary statistics
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Fig. 7 Unbalanced and balanced trees. According to coalescent

theory (Wakeley 2008), varying population size does not affect

tree topology in a single Wright–Fisher population. The proba-

bility of an unbalanced tree is usually very small under neu-

trality, as the number of possible trees grows very quickly.
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that were informative about selective sweeps. Another

use of ABC that has yet to be developed is for searching

the genome for signs of positive selection. In principle,

ABC allows a flexible choice of demographic models,

and using summary statistics that are informative about

genomic patterns of selective sweeps, it may be possible

to find outlier genes that deviate from the spectrum of

neutral regions. For example, since (strong) selection

(both directional and balancing), impact the properties

of genealogies (Kaplan et al. 1988; Hudson & Kaplan

1988; see also Box 2), potentially even more than differ-

ent demographic scenarios (see e.g. Blum & Jakobsson

2011, for an example from humans), summary statistics

that captures information about the genealogy might be

useful for detecting selection in an ABC framework.

However, under a hitchhiking model, this probability will

increase substantially when the neutral locus is partially linked

to the selected locus.
Unbalanced trees and sample size

Recently, a new statistical test based on the maximum

frequency of derived mutations (MFDM) has been pro-

ven analytically and empirically free from the confound-

ing impact of varying population size, and the MFDM

has also been shown to have high power to detect recent

positive selection (Li 2011). Compared with the com-

monly used ‘neutrality’ tests (Tajima 1989; Fu & Li 1993;

Fay & Wu 2000; Zeng et al. 2006), which are based on

the SFS, the MFDM test uses an approach based on the

tree topology that is not affected by varying population

size in a random mating population (Hudson 1990). The

principle of this test is to use the maximum frequency of

derived mutation in the sample to detect the presence of

an unbalanced tree (Fig. 7). Once the unbalanced tree is

inferred at the locus, it implies that a nearby locus may

have experienced recent positive selection. The MFDM

test is not only free from the confounding effects of

varying population size, including bottlenecks and pop-

ulation expansion, but also robust to population subdi-

vision and admixture after excluding migration by a

phylogenetic method and a simple sampling scheme (Li

2011). The MFDM test has a strikingly low false-positive

rate, while its power to detect positive selection is still

reasonably high. Its power can, specifically, be much

higher than the Fay and Wu’s H tests (Fay & Wu 2000)

in an expanding population (Li 2011) such as humans.

Notably, this has been achieved by analysing the DNA

polymorphism of a single locus (i.e. a short piece of

DNA fragment, say a few hundred base pairs). How-

ever, to achieve these properties, the MFDM test needs a

relatively large sample size (the minimum sample size

required is 41 chromosomes or 21 diploid individuals).

The MFDM test is a single-locus test, but a multilocus

extension could, in principle, be developed given that a

reliable map of recombination events along the genome

is available.
Discussion

We have reviewed recent efforts to obtain joint esti-

mates of selection and demography from sequence

polymorphism data (Table 1). Our interest in the ques-

tion was initially triggered by Hahn’s article ‘Toward a

selection theory of molecular evolution’ (2008) and, in

particular, by his challenge to the widely used two-step

approach to detect selection where the average pattern

of variation across the genome is assumed to reflect

demography and where the parts of the genome under

selection are those departing from this average pattern.

Hahn’s rationale was that if hitchhiking is all pervad-

ing, as seems to be the case in species with very large

effective population sizes such as Drosophila, then no

site can safely be assumed to evolve solely under drift

and mutation. It remains to be seen whether this is the

case in species with smaller effective population sizes,

but even so, what our review suggests is that in the

search for genome regions under selection, there are

many reasons to worry about the confounding effect of

demographics, especially if genome scans are used. One

such reason is that selective and demographic events

are likely to be associated throughout the evolution of

species and will also leave similar signatures across the

genome. Another reason is that the details of the partic-

ular demographic model that is assumed have a large

impact on the inference of genes targeted by selection

(Box 1; Kim & Gulisija 2010). If an incorrect model is

assumed or inferred, estimates of selection are in turn

going to be wrong. What can be done?

A few major conclusions emerge from our survey of

the current literature. First, the ‘two-step approach’ still

remains the main strategy to estimate demography and
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Table 1 Summary of the methods presented in the paper whose aim is to jointly estimate selection and demography or estimate

selection while controlling for demographic effects

Methods Strength Weakness References

Combining summary

statistics

Ease of use Sensitive to both demography

and selection

Grossman et al. (2010)

Machine-learning

algorithms

Decrease in the number of false

positive

Same as above Pavlidis et al. (2010)

Lin et al. (2011)

Likelihood models Optimal use of the data. Closest

approach to a true joint analysis

of demography and selection

Limited to simple models Williamson et al. (2005)

Li & Stephan (2006)

Nielsen et al. (2009)

Approximate Bayesian

computation

Easy to implement and can

consider realistic models

Approximate method Tavaré et al. (1997)

Pritchard et al. (1999)

Beaumont et al. (2002)

Unbalanced tree Low sensitivity to demography So far limited to completed

sweeps and selection on

standing variation with

lowfrequency

Li (2011)
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selection, although new methods are emerging that may

ultimately lead to a simultaneous estimation of demog-

raphy and selection. These new methods make use of

the latest developments in statistics (Pavlidis et al. 2010;

Lin et al. 2011), explore aspects of the data that had

been neglected hitherto (Li 2011) or take advantage of

the emergence of population genomic data (Gottipati

et al. 2011; Hernandez et al. 2011; Sattah et al. 2011).

None of these methods truly constitutes a joint estima-

tion method of demography and selection. In the mean-

time, the most realistic path of action seems to first use

a likelihood or ABC approach to estimate the distribu-

tion of demographic and genetic parameters and then

look for outliers. At that stage, one may also try to

obtain an independent estimate of selection on individ-

ual loci, for instance, by using the MFDM test. If the

number of loci detected by both approaches is large

and recombination is limited, one knows at least that

the demographic estimates might be questionable. If, on

the other hand, the number of loci detected by both

approaches is limited, one may reasonably assume that

selection either directly or through hitchhiking has not

been powerful enough to affect estimates of demo-

graphic parameters. Also, in species where recent selec-

tion is not too strong, it will help to consider sites

distant from genic regions when assessing demography

as a consistent decrease of polymorphism is observed

in the latter (Gottipati et al. 2011; Luca et al. 2011).

Second, there is much to gain by including as much

information as possible on the biology of the species,

including its past history. As we have argued earlier,

selection events are likely to be associated with major

demographic transitions. The Hernandez et al.’s (2011)

is particularly instructive in this respect as it shows that

even with extensive genomic data at hand, detecting the
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
signature of selection remains a difficult task, at least in

organisms such as humans with a limited effective pop-

ulation size. One of the main conclusions of this study is

that ‘in search for targets of human adaptation, a change

of focus is warranted’. Until recently, most studies of

selection in the human genomes have focused on selec-

tive sweeps. However, those appear rare and there are

also good biological reasons to expect them to be so

(Pritchard et al. 2010). Instead, Hernandez et al. (2011)

believe that what is needed are ‘new tests to detect other

modes of selection, such as comparisons between closely

related populations that have adapted to drastically dif-

ferent environments or methods that consider loci that

contribute to the same phenotype jointly’. We certainly

agree that an approach more rooted in the ecology of

the species under study than current genome scans

would be the way forward when searching for genes

under selection, as well as an explicit consideration of

the factors that led to the selection pressure (the envi-

ronments) and its target (the phenotype). It remains to

be seen whether this will lead to the discovery of large

amount of positive selection or whether natural selection

has actually played a limited role in the recent evolution

of species like humans, but it definitely offers a promis-

ing alternative to available methods.

Recombination, which we have avoided discussing at

any length, is also an important factor when attempting

to separate genetic signatures of demography from

selection. The underlying rationale for outliers in

genomic scans representing selected sites is that demog-

raphy will affect the whole genome—equally—while

selection only affects parts of it, but this is only true if

there is recombination. Recombination is in fact a key

parameter in many of the methods for detecting selec-

tion. Some approaches deal with recombination directly
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by explicitly incorporating prior estimates of the recom-

bination landscape using genetic maps, while others

avoid the influence of recombination by picking suffi-

ciently spaced markers (e.g. in the PRF approach, Saw-

yer & Hartl 1992). Finally, the recombination process in

itself can mimic selection by biased gene conversion, a

process where certain aspects of a sequence influence its

probability of being chosen as the template in a gene

conversion tract (e.g. Nagylaki 1983; Berglund et al.

2009).
Conclusion

Our review of the literature suggests that there is not

yet any obvious answer to Wakeley’s (2010) question

about the fate of the sophisticated coalescent machinery

for making inferences about the demographic history of

populations. Inferential tools robust to the presence of

natural selection, especially for species in which selec-

tion is a dominant force, still seem in their infancy, and

the contribution of positive selection to shaping species

still remains a controversial issue. Similarly, the hope

that population genomic data would greatly facilitate

the resolution of the neutralist–selectionist dispute has

not yet materialized and the first attempts of using

genomic data alone have not done the trick, in the same

way as they did not allow us to overcome Fisher’s

‘infinitesimal curse’ for quantitative traits (Visscher

et al. 2010). At least, we should be pardoned to think

that we are now better equipped than ever to move

away from silliness (Gillespie 2004) and start grappling

with those fundamental evolutionary issues in all their

complexity.
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